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The Internet has grown into a world of its own, and its ethereal space now offers capabilities that could aid physicians in their duties in numerous ways. In recent years software functions have moved from the individual's local hardware to a central server that operates from a remote location. This centralization is called cloud computing. Privacy laws that speak to the protection of patient confidentiality are complex and often difficult to understand in the context of an ever-growing cloud-based technology. This article is a review of the legal background of protected health records, as well as cloud technology and physician applications. An attempt is made to integrate both concepts and examine Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) compliance for each of the examples discussed. The legal regulations that may inform care and standards of practice are reviewed, and the difficulties that arise in assessment and monitoring of the current situation are analyzed. For forensic psychiatrists who may be asked to provide expert opinions regarding malpractice situations pertaining to confidentiality standards, it is important to become acquainted with the new digital language from which these questions may arise.
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Many people remember playing the telephone game with friends when they were younger. The basic premise of the game is that one person whispers a secret into another’s ear, and that person whispers it to another. As that process is repeated from person to person, large distortions emerge from cumulative small errors as the information is passed along. As health care professionals, physicians know that ensuring the accuracy of confidential information in a collaborative setting involves more technical approaches, to avoid a telephone game outcome. Information is recorded on secured systems, backups, hard drives, flash drives, shared folders, professional networks—the list can go on endlessly. Just as information management in the digital era was finally getting worked out in legislation and practice, a new modality appeared, one that physicians may be ill-prepared to accommodate. Cloud computing is the term used for the concept of operating from a remote server, without information or executable files in the physical hardware that is being manipulated by the user. Software for virtually all purposes is moving toward this approach, as it offers many advantages from the perspectives of accessibility, maintenance, and cost. A comprehensive discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of cloud computing extends beyond the purposes of this article.

This article is a review of privacy rulings as technology moves toward web-based applications and storage. Included is a review of the clinical, legal, and ethics-related implications of these changes. Cloud computing has been widely available for several years, yet the literature speaks scantily if at all about its impact on the practice of medicine. Concrete application of current confidentiality safeguards may prove insufficient to meet the standards of care or to allow for effective use of the advantages that the cloud has to offer.

The government has long recognized the importance of regulating the privacy and security of electronic personal records. The development of standards to ensure privacy has progressed over the decades. The United States Department of Health and Human Services has published a summary of legislation that has been implemented for this purpose in a clear, tabular format that is available on
their website.¹ Perhaps most known to physicians is the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA),² which set forth standards and general requirements for protecting health information at a time in which information processing was becoming more digitalized, and electronic information systems were being used for the purposes of managing clinical functions and providing health care services. Clinical applications included physician orders, electronic health records (EHR), radiology services, laboratory services, and pharmacy systems. HIPAA included the Privacy Rule³ and the Security Rule,⁴ the latter pertaining to the security standards for protecting health information that is held or transferred in electronic form. A proposed security rule was published in 1998 and revised after receiving numerous public comments. Its final version was published on February 20, 2003. It addresses technical and nontechnical safeguards for responsible (covered) entities to use in securing the electronic protected health information (e-PHI) of the individual. The Privacy Rule governs how entities may use or disclose e-PHI for the purposes of treatment, payment of health care, health care operations, research, and public health.⁵ It also grants individuals rights over their health information. The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Office for Civil Rights (OCR) enforces these rules through voluntary compliance activities and civil financial penalties.¹

A brief review of a few definitions may be useful here. Covered entities include health care providers and health management plans that transmit information in electronic form for the purposes of certain standard transactions, such as analysis of patient safety and health care claims.⁶ A protected health record (PHR) is an electronic record of an individual’s health information by which the individual controls access to the information and may have the ability to manage, track, and participate in his or her own health care. An electronic health record (EHR), on the other hand, is held and maintained by a health care provider and may contain, in electronic form, all the information that once existed in a patient’s paper chart.⁷ The HIPAA Privacy Rule does not apply to PHRs unless they are offered or accessed by a covered entity.

In December 2008, the Secretary of HHS stated: Consumers need an easy-to-read, standard notice about how their personal health information is protected, confidence that those who misuse information will be held ac-

The Secretary noted eight principles that should govern the legislation and implementation of such standards: individual access; correction; openness and transparency; individual choice; collection, use, and disclosure limitations; data integrity (data should not be destroyed or altered in an unauthorized manner); safeguards; and accountability.

This article will focus on the Security Rule, as it pertains to the particulars of digital pitfalls. The general principles of the rule include that a covered entity must maintain “reasonable and appropriate” administrative, technical, and physical safeguards to protect e-PHI, which include requirements to ensure confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information; anticipation and protection against possible threats to the privacy of the information or against inappropriate use; and compliance by the entity’s workforce. The determination of what is “reasonable and appropriate” depends on the entity’s particular risk, security, and financial situations.⁹

All covered entities must have been in compliance with the Security Rule no later than April 20, 2005. To achieve compliance, the Privacy and Security Toolkit¹⁰ implements the principles in The Nationwide Privacy and Security Framework for Electronic Exchange of Individually Identifiable Health Information (privacy and security framework). The safeguards of the toolkit include the three areas with requirements shown in Table 1.

The standards¹¹ set forth by HIPAA speak to identifiable patient information.¹² De-identification requires the elimination of primary (name, date of birth, treating provider, and medical record number) and secondary (those from which the patient’s identity can be deduced) identifiers. In order for information to be de-identified, 18 elements of identification must be removed (Table 2).

De-identified information should be preferred whenever possible for matters of utilization review, monitoring, and research. Providing such anonymity, however, may be difficult, especially when trying to disseminate the practice to a broader scope of users.¹³ An authorized user who wishes to encrypt PHI when creating de-identified information must ensure
that the code or other means of record identification is not derived from or related to information about the individual that it is not otherwise able to be translated so as to identify the individual and that anyone involved does not use or disclose the code or other means of record identification and does not disclose the mechanism used for re-identification.

The scientific literature speaks briefly about the impact of legal regulations on the use and manipulation of clinical information. The legal regulations may have shortcomings, as digitalized manipulation of data grows in scope and dissemination, ultimately resulting in decreased protection of privacy.

Discussion

The Conflict

The relevance of ensuring protection of e-PHI stands on its own as a way of guaranteeing basic rights of privacy for each individual. It also promotes continuity of care; effective collaboration among providers, with decreased redundancy and cost of workups; and development of a nationwide health system that can be accessible, regardless of the patient’s location. While breaches of compliance may occur, ensuring privacy in the digital era appears to be more error proof than securing its predecessor, the paper record. Cloud-based computing presents itself as a modality that offers increased access to data regardless of patient or provider location. It offers efficient technical management through a centralized system that regularly updates and monitors functioning of software. Furthermore, it reduces the risk of unauthorized tampering by drastically reducing the number of devices containing critical software or information that can be tampered with. It may also offer reduced costs, although this is an area of ongoing debate.

Many services are available free, steep purchase prices are eliminated, and service costs are reduced. However, a required monthly fee for those services may prove more costly in the long run. On the other hand, cloud computing poses some conflict, in that the server itself cannot be monitored by a security-trained officer of the covered entity. Finally, while the conditions for technical safeguards may be agreed on at the moment of contracting with the cloud service, the service providers ultimately hold the right to change their safety standards in the future. Examples of these may include degree of safety of password requirement, level of encryption, and collaboration features.

The discussion acquires another layer of complexity when certain sociopolitical views are taken into account. Multiple businesses based on HIPAA compliance have arisen to assist institutions or providers,

Table 1 Privacy and Security Toolkit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Administrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Routine risk analysis of systems and personnel involved in their processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security personnel and a designated security officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation of policies and procedures for authorizing role-based access to information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorization, training, and supervision of workforce members, and application of appropriate sanctions should those procedures be violated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodic assessment and evaluation of meeting of standards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limited and differentiated facility access and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of policies and procedures regarding workstation and device security, including transfer, removal, disposal, and reuse of electronic media containing e-PHI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development of policies and procedures to control access to e-PHI, and to ensure the integrity of e-PHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation of hardware, software, and/or procedural mechanisms to record and examine activities of e-PHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation of technical security measures that guard against unauthorized access to e-PHI while being transmitted over an electronic network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Identifiable Patient Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All geographic subdivisions smaller than a state (street address, city, county, precinct, Zip code, and their equivalent geocodes, with some exceptions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All elements of dates (except year) for dates directly related to an individual (birth date, admission date, discharge date, date of death)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fax numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic mail addresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social security numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical record numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health plan beneficiary numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate/license numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle identifiers, including license plate numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device identifiers and serial numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web universal resource locator (URLs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Protocol (IP) address numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biometric identifiers, including finger and voice prints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-face photographic images and any comparable images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any other unique identifying number, characteristic, or code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
given the ever-increasing complexities of the law.\textsuperscript{16} These services can be costly, often much more so than web-based services, which exposes the contradiction of HIPAA’s aiming to reduce costs of healthcare while triggering staggering expenses for compliance.\textsuperscript{17} Especially for the small practice covered entities, moving forward in record management in the digital age while satisfying compliance regulations may prove to be inefficient or outright impossible to achieve.\textsuperscript{18} There are financial incentives,\textsuperscript{19} but the upfront investment could be insurmountable for many entities. Furthermore, the commercial interest of HIPAA compliance-based businesses introduces a bias that raises the question of whether improved patient care is the priority. Finally, consideration must be given to the argument of who should ultimately decide on the scope and method of access: the patient, the practitioner, or the government. Some advocate for it to be the patient, as it would increase patient empowerment and decrease governmental involvement.\textsuperscript{20} Others believe that the practitioners are best for assessing the needs of their particular practice. Advocates of legislative decision-making emphasize the need for federal regulations to prevent individual indiscretions.

**From Concepts to Consoles: Applications and the Applicability of the Law**

The security standards were designed to be technology-neutral, to accommodate changes that arise in technological developments. They also allow for certain flexibility in consideration of the fact that needs may differ from one institution to the next, from one software program to the next, or from one software program to its newer version. HIPAA does not certify software as compliant or noncompliant, and it is therefore up to the institution to ensure that the requirements are met. In cloud computing, the software is dynamic, and monitoring of functionality or security parameters occurs far removed from the covered entity.

**When Does the Cloud Rain on Us?**

Here are some examples of how ubiquitous this conflict may be in all areas of medical practice and management. It must be taken into account that most practitioners own more than one computer, and increasingly, more work is being completed from home.\textsuperscript{21} We physicians have long moved past discussing the potential security threats of using portable pen drives to facilitate continuation of work or ensure accessibility of information at a remote location—for example, while in transit to and from work. The cloud offers a solution to almost any problem a practitioner may encounter. Here are some examples:

**Document management.** GoogleDocs is a cloud-based system for management of text documents, spreadsheets, surveys, and more. It is available free of charge, is accessible from any computer and from many smartphones, and allows for sharing and collaboration. As with any cloud-based service, once information is submitted (even if deleted later by the owner), it is replicated and stored in the cloud server. The copy stored in their server is beyond the control of the user. The cloud service claims that data are used solely for the purposes of automated statistics. Once data are stored, they are dispersed in a proprietary fashion through the web server and cannot be reconstructed unless the private service’s algorithm is known. The biggest obstacle remains its lack of hierarchy and the fact that levels of hierarchy cannot be accomplished, except through selective sharing of data.\textsuperscript{22}

**Storage.** Dropbox stores information in an individual folder on a web server and automatically synchronizes the information in that folder with any computer or smartphone in which Dropbox is installed. It is offered free, with an option to increase storage space for a fee or through referrals. It allows for sharing of folders. Information is available from the Dropbox website or directly from the updated folder in the computer or device where it has been installed. Dropbox is password protected, but password requirements are not specified. The password does not have to be periodically updated, and the website does not offer information on the level of encryption the server uses. However, differential access is achieved, as individuals only have access to their own information or that specifically shared with them by another user.

**Collaboration tools.** GQueues is a project management tool offered by Google that allows for task management and differential assignments among workforce members. It automatically synchronizes with e-mail and calendar services and has reminder functions that can be received on any computer or smartphone. Its security specifications are almost identical with those for GoogleDocs. HIPAA
promotes collaboration among practitioners and even across states, through the Health Information Security and Privacy Collaboration (HISPC), which now comprises 42 states, but cloud-based services have not been considered as a means of achieving that collaboration.23

Databases. Grubba is a cloud database that can be built easily by any user at no cost. Security is limited to password-protected entry into the website, which does not have specific requirements or scheduled updates. No information is available on the website regarding encryption.

Patient management. Samedi offers a network-based system for management of workflow, medical appointments, and transmittal. It emphasizes a collaborative relationship between doctors and patients, with benefits for both. It is available for a fee, and it is approved in its country of origin, Germany, for use across institutions. Medicine Brain offers a cloud-based, comprehensive electronic medical record (EMR) system that uses some Google parameters while ensuring privacy standards.

Billing. BillingBoss and Billing Manager both offer free cloud-based billing services. Invoices are stored in the server and are accessible through a password protected site or through a smartphone.

Webhosting. LuxSci is a cloud-based management system for e-mail transmittal and website hosting. The website states that the service is HIPAA compliant and is protected against threats by well-known systems such as McAfee and Truste. The service is available for a fee, although the fee schedule is flexible according to the provider’s need.

Communication. E-mail protection can be achieved in different ways. As Microsoft Outlook moves to a cloud-based operation, other cloud-based services must also be considered. The use of Gmail or Yahoo global servers as e-mail hosts has been advised against because of the potential for breaches. However, compliance with HIPAA would require only the lack of identifiable information, an e-mail notice or disclosure of confidentiality, and informed consent.24 Furthermore, with services such as Google Voice, voicemails are transcribed and sent via e-mail or text message to the provider’s computer or cell phone device. The current standards do not speak to situations in which the security level cannot be accurately measured. Doximity offers a private physicians’ network service that facilitates locating other health care professionals and health institutions and offers HIPAA-compliant text messaging among physicians.

Teleconferencing. Skype is a teleconferencing (voice-over Internet protocol) service that is free of charge and allows international phone calls for a fee. It is cloud based and can be accessed directly through the website or by installing the application in the user’s computer or cell phone. Users are required to set up a user name and a secure password. It uses the same encryption as banks do. Because of its video capabilities, hacker impersonators could easily be identified through video. Malware has been designed that masquerades as Skype and prompts for password disclosure; however, such scams have occurred with many reputable services and software programs, including those of banks. Skype proposes itself as a viable option for telepsychiatry.

Outsourcing of medical services. Half of the medical transcription and data processing of the United States, estimated at $20 billion, is outsourced. These offshore processors are considered business associates of HIPAA-covered entities. Transmission of data or monitoring of the offshore security parameters may not be optimal. Furthermore, an assumption could be made that offshore HIPAA business associates are cloud based, and therefore, HIPAA may be indirectly supporting cloud computing.25

Cell phones and cell phone applications (Apps). Many cloud-based services are available on portable devices such as cell phones, netbooks, and e-readers, among others. These services allow for continuity of care, prompt response to patients’ needs, coordinated access to updated information, ubiquitous access to information, and automatized backups for protection of information. Cell phone security systems, including encryption options, are different from computer-based applications and browsers, and currently available safeguards do not incorporate such technologies into consideration of standards.

Legal Implications

It is pertinent to review the legal impact of standards on every day clinical practice.

Consequences of HIPAA noncompliance. HIPAA is a federal law, and violations are therefore tried in federal courts. Statutory damages can also be applied. All violations are considered felonies, and the person tried is the person considered to have breached
security or leaked information inappropriately. According to § 1177 of HIPAA, a person is in violation of HIPAA regulations who knowingly uses a unique health identifier or causes one to be used, obtains individually identifiable health information relating to an individual, or discloses individually identifiable health information to another person. Such persons are subject to the following penalties: a fine of up to $50,000, or up to 1 year in prison, or both (Class 6 felony); if the offense is committed under false pretenses, a fine of up to $100,000, or up to 5 years in prison, or both (Class 5 felony); or if the offense is committed with intent to sell, transfer, or use individually identifiable health information for commercial advantage, personal gain, or malicious harm, a fine of up to $250,000, or up to 10 years in prison, or both (Class 4 felony). HHS can also impart civil penalties for HIPAA violations on a tiered scale on any person who participates in such a violation. For a person who was unaware of compliance requirements, the maximum is $100 for each violation, with the total amount not to exceed $250,000 for all violations of an identical requirement or prohibition during a calendar year (Class 3 felony). For persons who willfully neglect to comply with HIPAA, penalties range from $10,000 to $50,000 per violation up to $1.5 million per calendar year for an identical violation, if corrective action is not taken.

**Court cases.** Case precedents have been argued on the basis of the right to privacy derived from the Fourth Amendment. In the case of *Goldman v. United States*, electronic surveillance without physical penetration of the premises by a tangible object was deemed not to violate constitutional protections. However, this decision was overruled in the case of *Katz v. United States*. Justice Harlan famously wrote, “privacy may be defeated by electronic as well as physical invasion.” In *Kyllo v. United States*, the Supreme Court ruled that law enforcement’s use of thermal imaging technology to view the interior of a residence was impermissible. Pertinent to HIPAA violations specifically, in *Acosta v. Byrum*, the appellate court stated that a HIPAA violation constitutes negligence *per se* and awarded accordingly to the plaintiff. Numerous cases have followed suit, rendering it impossible to cite them comprehensively in this article. As recently as June 2010, in *Connecticut v. Health Net, Inc.*, a settlement of $250,000 was reached for what was considered a HIPAA violation under the HITECH (Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health) Act of 2009.

**What to Do**

The literature has shown that fear of HIPAA violations has negative affects on patient care. I propose a series of measures that a clinician can take to prevent such negative effects on patient care or legal breaches.

**Government tools.** Ensure administrative, physical, and technical safeguards, as provided by HIPAA (briefly described above). HIPAA also provides interstate collaboration tools (see above). Federal tools have also been developed in an effort to assist entities in the understanding and implementation of appropriate privacy safeguards and are readily available for download through the Internet.

**Mitigation.** In the event that a security breach or data loss occurs involving e-PHI, HIPAA requires that specific steps be taken to address such an incident and that actions be documented.

**De-identification.** Some institutions offer a de-identification method that is compliant with HIPAA regulations. Re-identification with a randomly assigned identifier devoid of all 18 HIPAA-stipulated identifiers (Table 2) is easily accomplished through available software such as Vicare.

**Informed consent.** Ultimately, patients’ awareness of and consent for how their health information will be kept, accessed, transferred, or protected are pivotal aspects that can determine to a large extent the choice of service utilized. Obtaining informed consent may also be a legal protection in the event of a subsequent lawsuit.

**IT counsel.** HIPAA compliance businesses have arisen and provide service to medical practices to assist with compliance regulation according to the particular needs of the institution. There is some literature regarding software selection as it pertains specifically to psychiatry that may orient a provider seeking digital directives while remaining HIPAA compliant.

**Conclusions**

Communication within an institution, as it extends among coworkers, trainees, and other members of the treatment team, or among patients directly, is not just inevitable, but desired in favor of
optimizing patient care. The technology available to practitioners during this digitalized era should be utilized to its full extent if it serves the purposes of furthering education and patient care. Unfortunately, useful tools are often neglected or discarded due to a perceived threat of litigation that stems from a law that originated from a common goal: to further patient care as health information moves into an electronic format. While compliance with HIPAA is crucial, technology appears to be growing faster than the legislation that covers it, leaving certain legal aspects unresolved. There are several solutions to this conundrum. We have mentioned a few in this article, but on a broader level, there are projects under way, such as the Hippocratic Database,36 which attempt to bring patient care, HIPAA, and the cloud together. In the meantime, physicians should become versed on the concept of cloud computing and how it may clinically and legally affect their practices.
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